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Sq~are 
II. PLAINS: Marine Leaguca. 

Llanos of the Lower Orinoco, the Meta, and the 
Guaviare .... ........................................................ 29,000 

Plains of the Amazon ............................................ 260,400 
Pampas of Rio de la Plata, and Patagonia ............ 135,200 
Plains between the eastern chain of the Andes 

of Cundinamarca and the chain of Choco ........ 12,300 
Plains of the shore, on the west of the Andes .... 20,000 

456~900 

The whole surface of South America contains 571,300 
square l.eagues (20 to a degree),, and the prop?rti?n of the 
mountainous country to the regton of the pla1ns 1s as 1 to 
3·9. The latter region, on the east of the Andes, comprises 
1p.ore than 424,600 square league3, half of w·hich consists 9£ 
savannahs; that is to say, it is covered with gramina. 

SECTION II. 
General Partition of ground-Direction and inclination of the strata

Relative height of the formations above the level of the Ocean. 

IN the preceding section we have examined the inequalities, 
qf the surface of the soil, that is to say, the general structure 
~f the mountains, and the form of the basins rising between 
tpose variously grouped 1nountains. These mountains a;re 
sometin1es longitudinal, running in narrow bands or chains, 
sin1ila.r to the veins that preserve their directions at great 
distances, as the Andes, the littoral chain of Venezuela, the 
Serra do l\tlar of Brazil, and the .A.lleghanies of the United 
States. So1netimes they are in masses v-vith irregular forms, 
in which upheavings seern to have taken place as on a laby
~inth of crevices or a heap of veins, n.s for example in the 
Sierra Parin1e and the Serra dos V ertentes. These modes of 
format~on are linked with a geognostic hypothesis, which has 
at least the recon1mendation of being founded on facts ob
served in remote tin1es, and ·which strongly characterize the 
chains and groups of mountains. Considerations on the 
3:Spect of a country are independent of those which in~cate 
the nature of the soil, the heterogeneity of matte~, the super
position of rocks, and the direction and inclination of strata. 
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